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The forward search is a method of robust data analysis in which outlier free subsets of the data of
increasing size are used in model fitting; the data are then ordered by closeness to the model. Here
the forward search, with many random starts, is used to cluster multivariate data. These random
starts lead to the diagnostic identification of tentative clusters. Application of the forward search
to the proposed individual clusters leads to the establishment of cluster membership through the
identification of non-cluster members as outlying. The method requires no prior information on the
number of clusters and does not seek to classify all observations. These properties are illustrated by
the analysis of 200 six-dimensional observations on Swiss banknotes. The importance of linked plots
and brushing in elucidating data structures is illustrated.
We also provide an automatic method for determining cluster centres and compare the behaviour of
our method with model-based clustering. In a simulated example with 8 clusters our method provides
more stable and accurate solutions than model-based clustering. We consider the computational
requirements of both procedures.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of cluster analysis is to use observations on a set of units (plants, schools,
countries, . . . ) so that units in the same cluster are more similar to each other than to
those in other clusters. Clustering is a well-established, much studied statistical prob-
lem, for example Kaufman and Rousseeuw [18], to which there is no definitive solution,
although there are many algorithms, such as that of Calin´ski and Harabasz [7]. The fo-
cus here is on samples from populations which are believed to have multivariate normal
distributions. However the clusters can be of disparate shapes, the number of clusters is
unknown and there may also be outliers, so that not all units have to be assigned to a
cluster.
A standard approach to clustering, for example McLachlan and Peel [22], is to fit a
mixture of multivariate normal distributions to the data. Information criteria such as
that due to Akaike [1] (AIC) or the Bayesian criterion of Schwarz [28] (BIC) penalize the
loglikelihood by a function of the number of estimated parameters and are often used
to choose the number of clusters. Such methods assume that all the observations can be
assigned to clusters. To allow for outliers, Fraley and Raftery [13] suggest including a
∗Corresponding author. Email: a.c.atkinson@lse.ac.uk
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uniformly distributed component which Coretto and Hennig [10] extend to an improper
constant density. However, protection may also be required against other kinds of depar-
ture. For example, the effective robust clustering procedure described and exemplified
by Garc´ıa-Escudero et al. [15] allows for outliers through the specification of a level of
trimming of the data, as well as requiring that the number of clusters is known. Atkinson
et al. [6] apply the methodology of random start forward searches to the 2,000 observa-
tion example of Garc´ıa-Escudero et al. [15]. An advantage of this method is that they
obtain a structure of clusters and outliers without any pre-specification of trimming level
or cluster number.
One purpose of the present paper is to detail and exhibit the properties of the random
start forward search for clustering multivariate data when coupled with the power of
graphical methods, including the brushing of linked plots. As an example we reanalyse the
Swiss banknote data [12] with these recently developed tools. Comparisons of clustering
methods applied to these data include Morris and McNicholas [23], who find between 2
and 4 clusters and Klinke [19] who finds up to five. An important distinction between
our method and others such as those, is that we are able to see how inferences depend
on the properties of each observation, rather than relying solely on aggregate statistics
such as means and estimated covariance matrices.
A second purpose of our paper is to introduce an automatic method, based on the
forward search, for determining the number of clusters. We use a simulated example
with 8 clusters and 400 observations to compare our new method with the use of AIC
and BIC. We notice that our new procedure gives more stable solutions, even in the
absence of outliers. Finally, we argue that our new method is not appreciably more
computationally intensive than standard non-robust methods using information criteria.
The Forward Search (FS) for multivariate data is described by Atkinson et al. [3]. Data
which are generated by a single model often contain multiple outliers, when the methods
of robust statistics, such as those surveyed by Maronna et al. [21], are required to obtain
good parameter estimates and to detect outliers. The forward search, in which the model
is fitted to data subsets of increasing size, is a competitor of these methods. The subsets
provide unbiased estimates of the parameters and lead to the detection of outliers.
Such robust procedures usually assume that the greater part of the observations are
generated by a single model; the FS starts from a carefully selected initial subset of
observations, chosen to lie near the centre of the data. If the data come from more than
one population, starting with a subset of observations in one of the clusters leads to
observations from other clusters being identified as outliers. In the general clustering
problem examined here, there is no information about approximate cluster membership,
nor even of the number of clusters. There is then no simple robust path to finding an
informative initial subset. One solution is the ‘random-start’ forward search introduced
by Atkinson et al. [4] which uses many randomly selected initial subsets of size m0. In
this paper we show how monitoring the behaviour of these numerous forward searches
provides estimates of the number of clusters and their membership.
The paper is structured as follows. The FS for outlier detection is introduced in §2,
together with some algebraic background. The Swiss banknote data are introduced in
§3.1; there are 200 observations on 6 continuous measurements of pictorial aspects of the
design on the notes. A preliminary classification by a human expert of notes withdrawn
from circulation led to 100 of the notes being classified as genuine and 100 as forgeries. In
order to exemplify the FS for outlier detection, we analyse the genuine notes in §3.2 and
illustrate the information that can be provided by brushing linked plots. The analysis of
the forgeries is in §3.3; we obtain markedly different analyses for the two groups. These
analyses agree with those from standard robust methods for which we choose S and
MM-estimation. The random start FS is introduced in §4.1 and, in §4.2, applied to the
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banknote data, ignoring the labels from the preliminary classification. We recover the
clustering of the human expert, together with the identification of the outliers obtained in
§3.3. Section 5 demonstrates the necessity of using a robust method specifically intended
to identify clusters. We analyse the combined data of 200 observations and show that the
FS starting from a single subset fails, like S and MM estimation, to detect the clustered
structure of the data.
The example with eight clusters is used in §6 to illustrate our method for determining
the number of clusters. There are six well-separated groups of data, two of which contain
two nearby clusters. We use extreme envelopes in the random start FS in §6.1 to identify
and remove nearly all the observations in these clusters. Our method identifies all eight
clusters. Comparisons with the use of AIC and BIC in fitting mixtures of normal distri-
butions using the Matlab routine gmdistribution.fit are in §6.2. These show that the
solutions obtained depend upon the number of iterations in the optimization procedure.
In our example the number of clusters found, despite the absence of outliers, ranges
from 8 to 15. In §6.3 we discuss recent developments that have improved the numerical
efficiency of the FS.
In the final section we discuss some other analyses of the banknote data. We stress
the importance for cluster detection of informed fitting of different models to different
subsets of the data. The purpose is to present a method of data analysis which, unlike
either customary robust methods or those based on information criteria, provides rich
insight into the structure of more complicated data structures. Unlike the latter methods,
our procedure can also handle outliers.
2. The Forward Search
2.1 Outlier Detection
The method described by Riani et al. [25] provides outlier tests with specified size and
good power when the sample comes from a single multivariate normal population, maybe
with outliers. Both theoretical and data analytical properties of the FS are discussed
in Atkinson et al. [5]. The search for a single population starts from a subset of m0
observations, robustly chosen. The size of the subset is increased from m to m + 1 by
forming the new subset S∗(m + 1) from those observations with the m + 1 smallest
squared Mahalanobis distances. Thus, some observations in S∗(m) may not be included
in S∗(m+1). For each m (m0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1), the test for the presence of outliers is based
on the observation outside the subset with the smallest squared Mahalanobis distance.
2.2 Mahalanobis Distances
The parameters µ and Σ of the v-dimensional multivariate normal distribution of y are
estimated in the forward search by the standard unbiased estimators from a subset of m
observations providing estimates µˆ(m) and Σˆ(m). Using these estimates we calculate n
squared Mahalanobis distances
d2i (m) = {yi − µˆ(m)}
′Σˆ−1(m){yi − µˆ(m)}, i = 1, . . . , n. (1)
To detect outliers we use the minimum Mahalanobis distance amongst observations
not in the subset
dmin(m) = min di(m) i /∈ S
∗(m). (2)
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Testing for outliers requires a reference distribution for d2i (m) in (1) and hence for
dmin(m) in (2). When Σ is estimated from all n observations, the squared statistics have
a scaled beta distribution. However, the estimate Σˆ(m) in the search uses the central m
out of n observations, so that the variability is underestimated. Results of Tallis [29] on
truncated distributions provide a consistency factor
c(m,n) =
n
m
Cv+2{C
−1
v (m/n)} (3)
where Cr is the c.d.f. of the χ
2 distribution on r degrees of freedom. Then c(m,n)Σˆ(m)
is an approximately unbiased estimate of Σ.
2.3 Envelopes and Multiple Testing
Atkinson et al. [3, pp 43–44] give results on the distribution of deletion Mahalanobis
distances from a sample of size n. These results, applied to a randomly chosen subset of
size m+ 1, show that their distribution is
v(m2 − 1)
m(m− v)
Fv,m−v . (4)
The distribution of the rescaled minimum Mahalanobis distance c(m,n)d2
min
(m) con-
structed with the centroid and covariance matrix of the subset estimated using the units
with the m smallest Mahalanobis distances is then the distribution of the (m+1)th order
statistic from (4).
Results, for example Guenther [16], on the order statistics Y[1], Y[2], · · · , Y[n] from a
sample of size n from a distribution with CDF G(y), show that
P{Y[m+1] ≤ y} = P
{
F2(n−m),2(m+1) >
1−G(y)
G(y)
×
m+ 1
n−m
}
. (5)
Given that in our case G(y) is the CDF of the Fv,m−v , we can rewrite equation (5) as
γ = P{d2
min
(m) ≤ d∗} =
1− F2(n−m),2(m+1)



 1
Fv,m−v
{
m(m−v)
v(m2−1)c(m,n)d
∗
} − 1

 m+ 1
n−m

 ,
where Fa,b(y) is the CDF of the F distribution with a and b degrees of freedom evaluated
at y.
In addition to formal estimation and testing, it can be extremely helpful to look at
forward plots of quantities of interest such as dmin(m) during the search and to compare
them with the envelopes from several values of γ. The envelopes in Figures 3 and 9 show
that there is appreciable curvature in the plots as m→ n; the envelopes increase rapidly,
as, in the absence of outliers, large distances occur at the end of the search. To clarify
visual presentation we use a pointwise normal-score transformation of the envelopes, and
of the observed distances, in order to give plots with horizontal envelopes. The plot in
normal coordinates uses the inverse of the cdf of the standard normal distribution, that
is Φ−1(γ), which, of course, does not change the statistical properties of the plot.
During the search, we perform a series of outlier tests, one for each m ≥ m0. We thus
perform many tests. To allow for multiple testing, we follow Riani et al. [25] and use a
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rule which depends on the sample size which determines the relationship between the
envelopes calculated for the distribution of the test statistic and the significance of the
observed values. This rule has a relatively simple form only in the last part of the search,
indicated by a vertical line in Figure 1.
3. Outliers and the Data on Swiss Banknotes
3.1 Swiss Banknotes
The data introduced by Flury and Riedwyl [12, pages 4–8] are 200 six-dimensional obser-
vations on Swiss banknotes withdrawn from circulation. The notes are the 1,000 Franc of
the second series (see www.snb.ch), introduced in 1911 and withdrawn during 1956–7. As
the website comments “this represents an extraordinarily long life span”. It is therefore
not surprising, especially given the huge value of the note, that it attracted the attention
of forgers. The reverse of the note shows a scene in a foundry. An expert, on the basis
of this scene, classified a selection of notes as genuine or forgeries. Flury and Riedwyl
present measurements of aspects of the foundry scene and its relationship to the border
of the banknote. They give readings for 100 each of notes believed to be genuine and
those believed to be forgeries. Analyses of these two sets of readings, separately and
combined, provide an excellent illustration of the properties of FS methods for outlier
detection and clustering.
3.2 The Genuine Notes
The FS starts from a subset of m0 observations chosen not to be outlying in any two-
dimensional subset of the variables. After univariate outliers have been removed, the
co-ordinate wise median of each pair of variables is found and the covariance matrix of
the two-dimensional subset estimated around this centre. The resulting elliptical con-
tours of Mahalanobis distances are then jointly scaled so that a specified number m0 of
observations lies within all of them. These central observations form the initial subset.
We accordingly call this the elliptical start. The search then moves forward increasing the
number of observations in the subset, until the nearest observation to those already in the
subset appears to be an outlier, as judged by an appropriate envelope of the distribution
of the test statistic. We call this a “signal”.
60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95
Subset size m
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
    99%
  99.9%
     1%
    50%
Figure 1. Genuine notes. Normal scores forward plot of minimum Mahalanobis distance dmin(m,n). There is no
signal at m = 80, but there is at m = 97 since dmin(96, 100), dmin(97, 100) and dmin(98, 100) are all above the
99.9% envelope. The vertical line at m = 91 indicates the final part of the search.
We calibrate the FS envelopes used to identify outliers using the two-stage procedure
of Riani et al. [25]. In the first stage of the search we monitor the bounds for all n
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Figure 2. Genuine notes; resuperimposition of envelopes. Normal scores forward plot of dmin(m,n) for n
† = 96,
97, 98 and 99. The first outlier is identified at n† = 99. 1%, 50%, 99% and 99.9% bands. There are two outliers
Figure 3. Genuine notes. Left-hand panel: minimum Mahalanobis distance in the original scale with brushing of
the last six units to enter the search. Centre panel: trajectories of the Mahalanobis distances of these six units.
Right hand panel: the scatterplot matrix showing the last six units, including the two outliers, observations 1 and
40, best seen in the plot of y1 against y2
observations. If at some point, the value of the test statistic lies above the threshold we
obtain a signal indicating that observation m†, and the remaining observations not in the
subset, may be outliers. The hypothesis is that the sample contains some non-outlying
observations; this number may be less than n. If so, we need to judge the values of the
statistics against envelopes from appropriately smaller population sizes. The second stage
of the analysis consists of superimposing envelopes for a series of smaller sample sizes n†,
starting from m† − 1 onwards, until the first introduction of an observation recognised
as an outlier. The procedure moves forward from the elliptical start to find a value of
m†, and then proceeds with the superimposition of envelopes until an outlier is identified
and the outlier free sample size is established. We use the extended notation dmin(m,n)
to indicate the sample size for which the envelopes were computed.
In summary, the two steps of the procedure are:
(1) Monitoring using bounds for all n observations. Detection of a “signal” at m† indi-
cates the presence of one or more outliers;
(2) Identification of individual outliers through the resuperimposition of envelopes for a
series of sample sizes starting from m† − 1.
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Figure 1 shows the procedure of Riani et al. [25] for the 100 genuine notes. In interpret-
ing this plot it is important that the significance levels of the envelopes are for pointwise
exceedances. Simulations for the null case of no outliers reported in Table 1 of Atkinson
and Riani [2] show that the probability of at least a single exceedance of the 1% band in
the last half of a search with 100 regression observations is 0.196. The peak at m = 80
is of such a type. The purpose of the two-stage procedure is to provide a test for the
whole sample of a specified size, in our example 1%. With only a few outliers, these will
enter the subset at the end of the search, being revealed by large values of the minimum
Mahalanobis distance. One part of the rule for this final part of the search indicates a
signal when m = 97, since dmin(96, 100), dmin(97, 100) and dmin(98, 100) are all above the
99.9% pointwise envelope. We then start resuperimposing from n = 96. The four panels
of Figure 2 show that, with these new envelopes, the trajectory of values of dmin(m) lies
inside the new envelopes until n = 99. There are therefore two outliers, observations
numbered 1 and 40.
The three panels of Figure 3 illustrate the use of linked plots in interpreting the results
of the FS. The left-hand panel repeats Figure 1 in the original scale, with brushing of
the last six units to enter the search. These are, from least to most remote, units 13, 5,
71, 70, 40 and 1. The small box indicates the last unit to be brushed. The centre panel
shows forward plots of Mahalanobis distances for all units; the trajectories of the brushed
units are highlighted. Initially units 1, 13 and 40 have the largest Mahalanobis distances,
with unit 40 the most remote. Although the ordering of the most remote units at the
end of the FS changes during the search, they are most remote for the last 30% of the
FS. Comparison with similar, but unlinked, plots in Atkinson et al. [3] shows that such
generally decreasing curves are indicative of a well-behaved normal population with a few
mild outliers. The right-hand panel shows the scatterplot matrix of the data with the last
six units highlighted. The outlying nature of units 1 and 40 is most apparent in the plot
of y1 against y2. A final comment on linked graphs is that clicking on a curve provides a
pop-up box with information on the unit number, the value of the Mahalanobis distance
and when the unit enters the subset.
The FS is one of several methods of detecting outliers in multivariate data. We com-
pare our analyses with results from using both MM and S estimation in which extreme
observations are downweighted by a function ρ.
In estimation of Mahalanobis distances, as in (1), the estimate of the mean µ does not
depend on the estimate of Σ. However, this is not the case in such robust methods as
MM and S estimation. These are derived from M estimation in which the downweighting
function ρ is used with the variance assumed known. S and MM differ in the estimation
of Σ. In S estimation this estimate is found as the minimizing solution of an equation
including a ρ function which is then used in a second equation with, possibly another, ρ
function to estimate µ. The estimator of µ is called an S-estimator because it is derived
from a scale statistic, albeit in an implicit way.
The results of Riani et al. [26, §2.2] establish an asymptotic relationship between the
breakdown point and efficiency of S estimators; as one increases, the other decreases. In
an attempt to break out of this relationship, Yohai [31] introduced MM estimation, which
extends S estimation. In the first stage the breakdown point of estimation of Σ = σ2Γ is
set at 0.5, thus providing a high breakdown point. This fixed estimate of σ2 is then used
in the estimation of µ and Γ with high efficiency. Details of the methods are in Maronna
et al. [21, §6.4]. In both cases we used Tukey’s biweight ρ function and chose settings
giving very robust procedures; an asymptotic breakdown point of 50% for S estimation
and 95% nominal efficiency for MM estimation.
We now analyse the genuine notes using both MM and S estimation. Figure 4 shows
index plots of the resulting robust squared Mahalanobis distances, with those for S
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estimation in the upper panel. The plots in the two panels are virtually indistinguishable.
The two largest distances, lying above the 99.99% pointwise band, are for observations 1
and 40, which were also indicated by the FS. Three further observations have distances
lying above the 99.9% band: 70, 71 and 5. However, since we are testing each of the
100 distances, we need to allow for multiple testing. The 99.99% bound corresponds to
the Bonferroni approximation to the samplewise 99% band, so that just two outlying
observations are identified at this level.
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Index plot of Mahalanobis distances
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 1 Index plot of Mahalanobis distances
Figure 4. Genuine notes. Plots of squared robust Mahalanobis distances. Upper panel, S-estimation; lower panel
MM
It is interesting to compare these findings with those in Atkinson et al. [3, Figure 3.44],
which gives boxplots of the individual responses for the genuine notes. Observations that
are particularly outlying are 1, especially in y3, and 70 in y6. However, as Figure 3
shows, observations 1 and 40 are the only two which lie away from the main group in
two dimensions, although they are only marginally outlying in either y1 (40) or y2 (1).
This is a simple example of the inadequacy of one-dimensional plots, such as boxplots
or histograms, to indicate outliers in higher dimensions. As before, we can also link the
robust distances in Figure 4 to other plots to extract such information.
Some comparisons of the FS with other robust methods for single populations are
presented by Riani et al. [25]. We can expect that the comparisons with MM and S
estimation given here depend on our chosen extreme values of efficiency and breakdown
point. We do not pursue this matter further, but note that the monitoring of robust
estimates for regression in Riani et al. [26] shows that such estimates are often stable
over wide ranges of values of efficiency and breakdown point and then suddenly switch
to quite different values.
3.3 The Forgeries
Figure 5 shows the forward plots of Mahalanobis distances when the same procedure is
applied to the forgeries. A signal is obtained at m = 84, suggesting more outliers than in
Figure 1. The large value of dmin(84, 100) indicates that this observation, and the others
not included in the subset S∗(83), lie far from the observations so far included in the
subset. The curve of values of minimum Mahalanobis distances in the figure also shows
a return to values close to the centre of the distribution as the search continues. This
“masking” is caused by the eventual inclusion into S∗(m) of observations from a cluster
of outliers. As a consequence, the parameter estimates are corrupted and the remaining
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Figure 5. Forgeries. Normal scores forward plot of dmin(m, n). There is a signal at m = 84 since dmin(84, 100)
is above the 99.999% envelope
outliers seem increasingly less remote. For another example of masking in the FS for
multivariate data see Atkinson et al. [3, §3.2].
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Figure 6. Forgeries; resuperimposition of envelopes. Normal scores forward plot of dmin(m,n) for n
† = 83, 84,
85 and 86. The first outlier is identified at n† = 86. 1%, 50%, 99% and 99.9% bands. There are 15 outliers
We start the confirmatory resuperimposition of envelopes from n = 83. Figure 6 shows
the trajectories. There are no outliers for n = 83, 84 and 85. However, for n = 86,
dmin(85, 86) > 99% envelope. Thus we conclude that there are 15 outliers.
Figure 7 shows the scatterplot matrix with the 15 outliers plotted with a different
symbol. In some scatterplots, such as that of y4 against y6, these 15 observations seem
to form a separate, approximately ellipsoidal, cluster. It is tempting to conclude that
there were two forgers at work, or perhaps one whose workshop had to be moved and
consequently recalibrated.
The index plots of Mahalanobis distances from the two robust procedures in Figure 8
are, like those in Figure 4, again similar to each other. This time they also show 15
distances with values above the 99.99% band. The conclusion is that our procedure for
the detection of outliers and that based on robust versions of Mahalanobis distances
agree, in this example. However, the appropriate choice of the parameters of the robust
procedure is crucial, the choice depending on the specific set of data. For data with
appreciable contamination, an emphasis on too high an efficiency can lead to a procedure
which fails to deliver any robustness.
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Figure 7. Forgeries. Scatterplot matrix showing the 15 outliers. In some bivariate plots, such as y4 against y6,
the data seem to form two elliptical clusters
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Figure 8. Forgeries. Plots of squared robust Mahalanobis distances. Upper panel, S-estimation; lower panel MM.
These units are again numbered from 1 to 100
4. Clustering the Banknote Data
4.1 The Random Start Forward Search
The method illustrated here for single populations starts from a subset of m0 observa-
tions, chosen in a robust manner. However, for data containing clusters, the initial subset
S∗(m0) may lead to a search in which observations from several clusters enter the subset
in a manner that does not reveal the clusters. The clustering structure is only revealed
through searches from more than one starting point. We accordingly run many forward
searches, each from a randomly selected starting point, and monitor the evolution of the
values of dmin(m) as the individual searches progress. A random start can produce some
very large distances in the initial stages of the search. However, the search can drop
units from the subset as well as adding them. Some searches are consequently attracted
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to cluster centres. As the searches continue, the various random start trajectories con-
verge to have subsets containing the same units. Converged trajectories cannot diverge
again. Figure 9 is typical of those for many data structures. It shows that the initial
distinct searches are rapidly reduced to a relatively few trajectories, some of which show
marked peaks. These peaks provide information on the number and membership of the
clusters. Usually, in the last one quarter to one third of the search, all trajectories have
converged. Once tentative clusters have been identified, starting the FS with a subset
of observations from a specific cluster results in the identification of observations from
other clusters as outliers. The procedure for outlier detection may then be used to confirm
cluster membership.
4.2 The Banknote Data
Subset size m
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
d
m
in
(m
)
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
Figure 9. Swiss banknotes. Forward plot of dmin(m) from 500 random starts. The first peak is formed by 123
trajectories, the second by 189
Unlike Atkinson et al. [3], we now ignore the expert’s classification of the notes into
genuine and forged, and cluster the 200 observations using the random start FS. Figure 9
shows the forward plot of minimum Mahalanobis distances from 500 random starts with
initial subsets of v+ 1 = 7 observations. The plot shows two early peaks, one at m = 85
and the other at m = 98. There is also a third peak at m = 182, mainly caused by the
outliers from the forgeries evident towards the end of the search in Figure 5.
From this plot we identify two tentative groups. If we take those observations in the
subsets at the maxima of the two trajectories, we obtain groups with 86 and 99 units;
units 85, 103 and 125 belong to both groups, being classified as belonging to one or the
other in different searches. In the search leading to the group with 86 observations the
three units enter in steps 86, 82 and 85. For the other search they enter in steps 83, 97
and 99. These observations thus enter both searches just at the end of the inclusion of
units from single populations; they can be expected to be relatively remote from both
cluster centres. Once the two tentative groups have been indicated, we use the procedure
for outlier detection on the 99 units tentatively assigned to cluster 1 and to the 86 units
assigned to cluster 2. In neither case do we obtain a signal, indicating that the clusters
are homogeneous.
Figure 10 is the scatterplot matrix for the classification we have found, which recovers
that found from the separate analyses of the genuine notes and the forgeries. As well as
the two major clusters, we show the outlying units not included in either cluster. The
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Figure 10. Swiss banknotes: final classification. Scatterplot matrix showing the two main clusters of data: + -
the genuine notes and ◦ - the forgeries. Also x - the unclustered units and * - the units that could belong to either
cluster; see the plot for y4 and y5
majority of these are forged. However, the panel for y1 and y2 shows the two units from
the genuine notes that remain unclassified. We also plot the three units that could belong
to either group. As is to be expected, in many panels they lie between the two groups;
an example is the panel for y4 against y5.
There are two computational parameters in the random start FS algorithm. The first is
the number of observationsm0 in the initial subset. We have taken the minimum number,
that is v+1, in order to maximise the number of searches that are attracted to individual
cluster centres. Although the search can both add and delete observations from a subset,
larger initial subsets reduce the probability of finding a subset of units from just one
cluster. The second parameter is the number of random starts. Here we used 500. Of
these, 123 gave trajectories passing through the first peak and 189 through the second in
Figure 9. Clearly, in this case a smaller number of random starts would have revealed the
structure. In §6.1 we use 300. Our experience has been that such numbers do not lead
to excessive computation and enable the detection of even small clusters which could be
overlooked with too few searches.
5. The Failure of Single Population Models
The random start FS succeeds in identfying clusters because it allows different models
to be fitted to various subsets of the data. In this section we briefly exhibit the failure
of standard robust methods that assume a single population, plus unstructured outliers,
to identify clusters of observations.
Figure 11 shows index plots of squared robust Mahalanobis distances when S and
MM estimation are applied to all 200 observations of the banknote data. In this plot
the genuine notes are numbered from 1 to 100 and the forgeries from 101 to 200. For
comparability with the samplewise bounds used in the FS, Bonferroni intervals are used
in this plot.
The upper panel shows that, at the 1% level, S estimation detects 12 outliers; ten out
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Figure 11. Swiss banknotes. Index plots of squared robust Mahalanobis distances; Bonferroni bounds
of the 15 outliers for the forgeries and units 1 and 40 from the genuine notes. This plot
is virtually a concatenation of the index plots for the genuine notes and the forgeries
from Figures 4 and 8. For MM estimation in the lower panel slightly fewer outliers are
detected; nine out of the 15 for the forgeries and just unit 40.
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Figure 12. Swiss banknotes. Normal scores forward plot of dmin(m,n). There is no indication of the two main
clusters
The normal scores plot of Mahalanobis distances from the FS is in Figure 12. The FS
detects slightly more outliers than the two methods summarised in Figure 11, namely
14 out of 15 outliers from the forgeries and both units 1 and 40. However, this is not
the point. The right-hand portion of Figure 12 is similar to Figure 5; there is again
no indication of the two groups identified by the random start FS. The failures arise
because the single population methods find a centroid between the centres of the two
main groups, so that neither group is particularly outlying. A detailed description is in
§§7.3 and 7.4 of Atkinson et al. [3].
6. An Example with Many Clusters
6.1 Automatic Cluster Detection with the Forward Search
In order to provide a fully automatic method of cluster identification we slightly modify
the above procedure. As before, we use an appreciable number of random starts (in our
numerical example 300). With several clusters we obtain a figure like that for the Swiss
banknotes in Figure 9 but with many peaks. We then sequentially delete the observations
corresponding to the first peak, again running 300 forward searches after each deletion
of a group of observations.
Because we are focused on the detection of clusters, we omit the second step, that of
resuperimposition, outlined in §3.2. We thus do not expect that our method will initially
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identify all the observations in a cluster. Rather, we require an automatic method of
determining cluster centres. Once they have been determined, single population forward
searches can proceed from each centre, identifying all observations in the cluster and
classifying the remaining observations as outliers, in the sense of not belonging to the
cluster being studied.
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Figure 13. Data with eight clusters. Identification of cluster centres with repeated random start forward searches:
+ units included in clusters; X units not included at this stage. For the pairs of nearby clusters labelled 1 and 2
in Figure 14, the method correctly identifies the two clusters in each pair
In our example there are 400 two-dimensional observations divided into eight clusters.
As figure 13 shows, there are four clusters well separated from each other and from two
pairs of nearby clusters. The figure also shows the results of our automatic identification
of cluster centres. This was achieved using exceedances over the 99.9999% envelope.
All observations up to, but not including the first excedance were taken to form the
first cluster. These observations were then deleted and the random start FS repeated to
identify the next cluster, the observations forming which were then also deleted and so
forth. As the figure shows, the more extreme members of the clusters are, at this stage,
identified as outliers. Once the cluster centres have been established, the FS can be used,
with the inclusion of Step 2, to determine cluster membership for each outlier. Since this
procedure of cluster confirmation is the same as that exemplified in Atkinson et al. [6]
we do not repeat it here.
We also used the automatic procedure on the banknote data where we obtained two
groups plus outliers. These were the smaller group of forgeries plus, as would be expected
from the extreme envelope used in Step 1, the more outlying observations from the other
two clusters. Step 2 searches with resuperimposition are again needed to establish precise
clustering.
6.2 Automatic Cluster Detection with Information Criteria
The method of model-based clustering described by Fraley and Raftery [13] and McLach-
lan and Peel [22] is to fit a mixture of multivariate normal distributions to the data. In
comparison to the random start FS this is a seemingly deterministic procedure. However
the likelihood surface contains many local maxima and numerical maximization in the
Matlab routine gmdistribution.fit requires many iterations from randomly selected
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starting points. The number of these affects the results obtained.
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Figure 14. Data with eight clusters. Clustering with multivariate normal distributions using Matlab routine
gmdistribution.fit; 50,000 starting values. Upper-left panel, the 11 indicated clusters. Lower-left panel, Cluster
pair 1 split into three groups. Lower-right panel, Cluster pair 2 split into four groups. Upper-right panel, plots of
AIC and BIC against number of groups.
Figure 14 shows the results with 50,000 starting values; different numerical searches
are required for each postulated number of groups, which we allowed to increase to 15.
The plot of AIC and BIC in the upper-right panel of the figure indicates that there are
12 clusters. However, after allocation of units to clusters there remain the 11 shown in
the top-left panel. Highlight 1 shows that the two original clusters have been split into
three; Highlight 2 shows that, in this case, the two original clusters have been split into
four, one of which contains three collinear observations, plotted as (green) triangles.
The tendency of the method to split clusters into subclusters is well documented, for
example Fraley et al. [14]. A second difficulty addressed by [14] is the growth in the
computational burden with increasing sample size and number of clusters.
We therefore repeated our model-based clustering with 5,000 iterations. The results in
Figure 15 again show 11 clusters, but with some differences. The top-left panel shows,
for both AIC and BIC, a clear indication for 11 groups rather than the 12 in Figure 14.
However, the values of BIC at these points are rather different. The minimum value for
50,000 iterations is over 200 less than that for 5,000 iterations. With the six additional
parameters in the model from introducing a new two-dimensional cluster, this value is
highly significant when compared with χ26. The use of 50,000 iterations has indeed found
a better solution to maximizing the likelihood. It is interesting that the values of BIC
for the two iteration sizes are indistinguishable up to this number of groups.
The clusters are also not identical. The three unhighlighted clusters in Figure 14 are
correctly identified. However, Highlight 1 in Figure 15 shows that the two groups found
15
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Figure 15. Data with eight clusters. Clustering with multivariate normal distributions using Matlab routine
gmdistribution.fit; 5,000 starting values. Upper-left panel, plots of AIC and BIC against number of groups; 11
groups are indicated. Upper-right panel, cluster pair 1 split into two other groups. Lower-left panel, Cluster pair
2 split into three other groups. Lower-right panel, Highlight 3, the cluster split into two groups
are not the original two clusters identified by the FS and shown in Figure 13. Highlight 2
shows 3 clusters, rather than the 4 in the same highlight for Figure 14; there are correctly
2. Finally Highlight 3 shows that one cluster has been split into two parts, one of which
contains three virtually collinear observations. Virtually collinear clusters are a general
problem in cluster analysis. Garc´ıa-Escudero et al. [15] find it necessary, in their robust
procedure, to apply an eigenvalue constraint to avoid such configurations.
These differences in solutions are rather disconcerting. In this particular example they
contrast poorly with the behaviour of our FS method for cluster identification. The use
of the single population FS could, for example, be used to examine these cluster and
coalesce some of them, a kind of post processing that we need following our FS-based
identification of clusters. Further, we note that this variability occurs in an algorithm
which, unlike the FS, is not adapted to the presence of outliers and is therefore totally
non-robust.
6.3 Numerically Efficient Forward Search
Repeated iteration of the random start FS to identify the number of clusters obviously
requires efficient computational algorithms, especially when the sample size and the
number of clusters are moderate to large. The same is true when the number of random
initializations has to be increased, e.g. in order to better explore the space of possible
subsamples (Hawkins and Olive [17]). For this reason our implementation takes advantage
of the fast updating rules for parameter estimation developed by Riani et al. [27]. These
rules are recursive, exploiting at each step of the FS the information coming from the
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previous step, and do not require data sorting, matrix inversion or QR decomposition.
Our updating rules yield fast computation of likelihood contributions whose running
time increases almost linearly with the sample size. Therefore, we do not see application
to large data sets to be more challenging for our method than for alternative approaches of
similar complexity, such as the non-robust model-based clustering approach considered
in §6.2. Popular data mining algorithms for cluster analysis, such as k-means cluster-
ing, instead trade statistical sophistication and efficiency for computational time. They
achieve applicability on huge masses of data, but at the expense of a great simplification
in the data generating process (e.g., by assuming spherical covariances in all the groups)
and of the potentially extreme influence of a few contaminant observations. The devel-
opment of robust multivariate methods suitable for high dimensional data, when n < v,
appears to be a challenging and largely unsolved research goal (Wilms and Croux [30]).
7. Discussion
The FS analysis of the banknote data has led to the discovery of three clusters, rather
than the two in the original description of the data. The random start FS analysis of the
complete data set, ignoring the two categories, recovers the division into genuine notes
and forgeries, as well as identifying the two clusters in the forgeries, most clearly seen in
the plot of y4 against y6.
Our results in §3 showed that, for both the genuine notes and the forgeries, the robust
multivariate methods using either S or MM-estimation led to the same conclusions as the
FS. However, application of these methods to all 200 observations fails to indicate the
presence of two or three groups. The index plots of robust squared Mahalanobis distances
from a single fit to all the data are somewhat like Figures 4 and 8 plotted next to each
other. Outliers are identified, particularly those from the second group, the forgeries.
But, in order to detect the presence of clustered data, robust fits are needed to the
identifiable subsets into which the data fall. The random start FS enables identification
of such potential clusters.
Our modification of this procedure to provide an automatic method for determining
cluster centres behaved well in our simulated example and appears promising. We look
forward to a more extended investigation of its properties than is appropriate to report
here.
There have been several other analyses of the banknote data, in addition to those men-
tioned in §1. Some, such as Pison et al. [24], use the forgeries to illustrate the behaviour
of a particular method, in their case robust factor analysis, in the presence of outliers.
Others, for example Croux and Joossens [11], use the complete data set, including the
expert’s categorisation, to illustrate robust discriminant analysis. The analysis of Cook
and Yin [9] is more informative about the structure of the data. They use recently devel-
oped methods of visualization and dimension reduction in discriminant analysis to show
that the problem has two dimensions; their Figure 7 reveals a structure similar to that
in our plot of y4 against y6 in Figure 10.
The analysis of the Swiss banknotes exemplifies the power of the random start FS
algorithm for clustering in the presence of outliers and the absence of precise knowledge of
the number of clusters. However, if clusters overlap, it is often not possible to ascribe units
with certainty to a specific cluster. A probabilistic allocation may be needed (McLachlan
and Peel [22]). One approach, combining the FS and normal mixture models, is suggested
by Calo` [8].
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The calculations for this paper used the FSDA Matlab toolbox (http://www.
riani.it/MATLAB) which includes tools for brushing and linking plots. For Example 2,
the centroids and covariance matrices were generated using the FSDA routine MixSim.m,
derived from that of Maitra and Melnykov [20], imposing a maximum expected overlap
of 0.01. The data were generated using routine simdataset.m. The seed for the random
number generator was rng(948).
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